1  **(2ND A.I.F.):** Deeds of the 2nd A.I.F. Published for and by the Australian Comforts Fund. N.P. (circa 1944). Sm. 4to. Orig. illust. wrapper (by A.S. Colquhoun) stapled as issued. (44pp.). Copiously illustrated. Printed in double-column.  $65

2  **ADAM-SMITH, P.** Outback Heroes. Sydney (1992). 4to. Orig. cloth. Dustjacket. (256pp.). With half-title vignette, double illust. title-page., num. col. and b/w plates some of which are double-page and many full-page, and text-illusts. Previous owner’s name on fly-leaf.  $55


5  **ADDISON, (Joseph).** The Campaign. A Poem, to His Grace the Duke of Marlborough. ... London: Printed for Jacob Tonson, 1705. F’scap folio. Later half oasis (hinges weak). Spine gilt (but rubbed) and with raised bands. Edges gilt. Marbled endpapers. (iv, 24pp.). Complete with half-title page, title-page printed within a double-lined border, and adverts on verso of final leaf. First Edition: First Issue bearing the incorrect spelling of ‘Brittons’ in the last line on pp.7, rectified in the Second Issue published in the same year. Fine. Hayward 139; Foxon A27. NOTE: The most famous tribute to Marlborough’s victory at Blenheim. The success of his poem, ‘The Campaign’ was rewarded by promotion to an under-secretaryship of state. Godolphin, according to Tickell, saw the poem when finished ‘as far as the applauded simile of the angel,’ and gave the commissionership in consequence. The anecdote has been coloured by the desire to represent Addison as a poor author raised from a garret to fortune by discerning patronage. Godolphin cared more for horse-racing than poetry, and was much less likely to reward the author of a set of verses than to gratify an important politician by advancing an adherent. In any case, the poem and the simile achieved a great success. The poem, like all Addison’s performances of the kind, shows facility and poetic sensibility, stopping short of poetic genius. (D.N.B.).  $550

6  **ADMIRALTY:** Uniform Regulations for Officers of the Fleet 1937. By Authority. London: H.M.S.O., 1937. F’scap folio. Orig. cloth (covers worn). (x, 2, vi, 30pp.). With adverts at beginning and end of text, 19 full-page plates, additional typed inserts, and copious ms notes and updated amendments. Contents fine and complete.  $100


9  AESCHYLUS. The Oresteia. Edited with Introduction, Translation, and a Commentary in which is included the work of the late Walter G. Headlam, by George Thomson. 2 vols. London: Cambridge University Press, 1938. 8vo. Orig. cloth. Dustjackets (price-clipped & slightly chipped). Text in Greek and English. 1st eds. Uncut. Previous owner’s name on front endpapers, otherwise fine copies in their very scarce orig. dustjackets.  $200


14  ALLENBY, E.H.H. (Gen.). A Brief Record of the Advance of the Egyptian Expeditionary Force, under the Command of General Sir Edmund H.H. Allenby, ... July 1917 to October 1918. Compl. from Official Sources and Published by The Palestine News. Cairo 1919. 4to. Orig. printed boards with cloth spine (spine stained; covers worn & foxed). (vi, 114, 112pp.). With portr., and 56 full-page col. maps. NOTE: Includes material on the Australian Divisions. Ex-library copy.  $175

column with all vols. being 1st editions. Text in Greek and Latin. NOTE: One fascicule in Vol. 2 (pp.1087-1094) in photo-facsimile.  $750


18 ART JOURNAL, THE. A continuous complete run of 13 vols. from 1885 to 1897 inclusive. London: Virtue & Co., 1885-1897. Folio. In the orig. elaborately dec. full cloth gilt bindings (occasionally rubbed). All edges gilt. Complete with all plates, photogravures, text-illusts., etc., as well as the patterned endpapers. An impressive run of this highly regarded art reference in their original period bindings as issued.  $1,000


25  (AUSTRALIAN COMMONWEALTH MILITARY FORCES): From the Australian Front. London 1917. Sm. 4to. Original illust. wrapper. (128pp.). With frontisp., and full-page illus. Very good copy. NOTE: A collection of line drawings, paintings, and mainly photographs (taken by Captain F. Hurley) of the surroundings on the battle fronts of WWI. $60


29  BAKER, Sidney J. The Australian Language. An examination of the English language and English speech as used in Australia from convict days to the present ... Sydney: Angus & Robertson Ltd., 1945. 8vo. Orig. cloth. Dustjacket. (xiv, 426pp.). With 7 full-page plates. 1st ed. $65

30  BANKS, J. (Ed. by J.C. Beaglehole). The Endeavour Journal of Joseph Banks, 1768-1771. 2 vols. (Sydney): Angus and Robertson, (1962). Royal 8vo. Orig. cloth. Spines gilt. In illust. dustjackets. With col. frontispieces, 100 full-page plates of which 14 are col., text-illusts., 1 double-page map, and 8 sketch maps. 1st edition. Tape marks on endpapers; previous owner’s rubber stamp on fly-leaf of Vol. 2. NOTE: Sir Joseph Banks was one of the greatest figures in Georgian England, perhaps best known for his distinguished role as naturalist on the Endeavour voyage with Captain Cook. $300


33  BARTLET, J. The Gentleman’s Farriery; or, A Practical Treatise on the Diseases of Horses; ... Also, A new method of Nicking Horses is recommended; ... London: Printed for C. Nourse, 1785. 8vo. Orig. full old calf (hinges worn but holding; binding rubbed). (xxviii, 380pp.). With engrv. frontispiece, and 5 plates of which 4 are fold. Early name on title, otherwise fine. $250


36  BAUERLEN, William and Gertrude LOVEGROVE. The Wild Flowers of New South Wales: The orig. 52 watercolour paintings intended to illustrate this aborted work, of which Part I only was ever published. Sydney circa late 1880s. William Bauerlen (1840-1917), Botanist and Collector of Specimens for Ferdinand von Mueller and J. H. Maiden, had returned from the Bonito Expedition of the Fly River in New Guinea (1886) - see Ferguson 6806 - and was commissioned to produce the text; Gertrude Lovegrove was chosen by Bauerlen to illustrate the proposed work. The archive here offered includes (1) The printed First Fascicle, published by Angus & Robertson in 1891 (not recorded by Ferguson) in its orig. printed wrapper and comprising 12pp. of text plus 4 full-page captioned colour plates, as issued; plus, (2) the 52 orig. skilfully executed watercolour paintings. With the exception of Painting No. 52 which is not initialled, each painting is signed with initials ‘G.L.’ This last painting has a delicate original portrait of William (Wilhelm) Bauerlen on the verso. The majority of the paintings are numbered and titled by the artist on the verso to correspond to the intended plate number of the text. The paintings are faithfully drawn, beautifully coloured, crisp, and of an exceptionally high standard. Each finely mounted, and measures 30.5 x 42cm. NOTE: The work was intended to have been published in 13 equal parts of four coloured plates plus text; it was in fact withdrawn, as even the above First Issue is unrecorded. William Bauerlen, the German botanist, was regarded as the foremost authority in New South Wales in the 1880s, but as a result of a mental breakdown was only able to complete the first fascicle. Hence the abandonment of the project. The collection is preserved in 3 uniform folio slip-cases of half calf (spines faded) with morocco titling-labels on spines. A unique offering. $50,000

Official History of Australia in the 1914-1918 War himself, covering the Gallipoli campaign and the Australian Imperial Force on the Western Front 1916-1918. $85


39 (BEAN, C.E.W. and J.L. TRELOAR). Treloar’s personal set of Bean’s 12 vol. Official History of Australia in the War of 1914-1918. Complete and all published. Sydney 1921-1942. Thick 8vo. Orig. full crimson cloth. Gilt. With numerous full-page plates, maps, text-illusts., and diagrams. All volumes are First Editions, as such extremely rare, but especially so this set’s provenance: “the private property of J.L. Treloar”. Desirable thus. NOTE: Both Bean (the official Australian War Historian) and Treloar (the inaugural Director of The Australian War Memorial) held each other in the highest regard and because of that association the Anzac Legend was shaped to become immortalised. When Bean’s multi-volume Official History above encountered publication difficulties in the 1930s, The Australian War Memorial at Treloar’s behest took over the distribution of the series. This set is therefore of great significance. $3,000


41 BEAN, C.E.W. Two Men I Knew: William Bridges and Brudenell White, Founders of the A.I.F. Sydney: Angus & Robertson, (1957). 8vo. Orig. cloth. Dustjacket. (ix, 234pp.). With frontispiece, plates, and map. 1st ed. NOTE: William Throsby Bridges (1861-1915) was killed in action at Gallipoli during the First World War, while Cyril Brudenell Bingham White (1876-1940) was killed in a plane crash during the Second World War. $65


52 BOETII, Hectoris. Murthlacensium et Aberdonensium Episcoporum Vitae. (Lives of the Bishops of Murthlack and Aberdeen). Edited and translated by J. Moir. Aberdeen: Printed for the New Spalding Club, 1894. Roy. 8vo. Orig. cloth. Spine gilt with morocco title labels. (xx, 210, 12, 20pp.). With frontisp., and fold. double-page facs. loosely inserted. Title-page printed in red/black ink. Text in English and Latin. Edition limited to 525 numbered copies of which this is No. 122. The Spalding Club’s Seventh Report by Council (1893) and list of members (to 30 June 1894) are bound in at end. Some foxing. NOTE: Hector Boethius [Boece] (1465-1536), was the first principal of the University of Aberdeen. His other important work of mediaeval Scottish history is ‘Historia Gentis Scotorum’ (Paris, 1527). The present edition remains the sole published transliteration. $150

holding). With text-illusts., several double-page maps, dec. chapter headings, dec. initials, and 18 fold. maps in portfolio. Text in Italian. Fine. $100

54  **BONWICK, James.** Curious Facts of Old Colonial Days. London: Sampson Low, 1870. Sm. 8vo. Orig. yellow papered illust. boards (corners rubbed; spine rebacked). (viii, 352, 32pp.). A good copy. $400

55  **(BOURGELAT, Claude).** Le Nouveau Newkastle, ou Nouveau Traite de Cavalerie. Paris: Chez Grange, 1747. 12mo. Orig. full old calf (hinges worn but holding; corner points rubbed). (6, xx, 312pp.). With additional illustrated engrv. title-page. Bearing the autograph of Henry George Liddell, the celebrated English classical scholar and headmaster of Westminster School. NOTE: Written anonymously by the French veterinarian who founded the first veterinary school in Europe. This book is on William Cavendish’s (Duke of Newcastle) work on horsemanship. $350

56  **BOUTELL, Charles.** Arms and Armour in Antiquity and the Middle Ages. Also a descriptive notice of modern weapons. Transl. from the French of M.P. Lacombe, and with a preface, notes, and one additional chapter on arms and armour in England. London: Reeves and Turner, 1874. 8vo. Orig. illust. cloth. Gilt. Top edge gilt. (xvi, 296pp.). With frontisp., and 71 engraved illusts. Title-page printed in red/black ink. $80

57  **BOWERS, Chester.** Advanced Tennis. New York: Macmillan, 1940. 8vo. Orig. illust. cloth (some damp-stains along fore-edge of binding). (12, 124pp.). With 20 b/w illusts., and 6 diagrams. $50


60  **BREADALBANE, Marchioness of.** Horse-Breaking. Edinburgh: John Menzies & Co., 1905. Sm. 8vo. Orig. limp paper boards (spine chewed). (64pp.). With frontispiece, and 8 full-page plates. $55


67  **BRUCE, R.** The Practical Horse-Breaker: The Breaking of Young Colts and Wild Horses to Harness. How to examine a horse for unsoundness, advice to buyers, hints on shoeing, treatment of cold, &c. ... Edinburgh: John Menzies & Co., 1891. Sm. 8vo. Orig. illust. limp cloth (some markings on covers). Gilt titled. (64pp.). With frontisp. 1 full-page plate, and adverts. at beginning and end of text. Slightly soiled. Previous owner’s rubber stamp on fly-leaf. $75


72  **BURROUGHS, Edgar Rice.** Tarzan the Invincible. Illust. by Studley O. Burroughs. Tarzana, Calif: Edgar Rice Burrough Inc.,
(1931, but 1948). 8vo. Orig. beige coloured cloth with blue lettered title to front cover and spine. (318pp.). With frontisp. Fine. $45


74 BUTLER, A.G. et al. The Australian Army Medical Services in the War of 1914-1918. 3 Vols. (complete and all published). ... Melbourne 1930-1943. Thick 8vo. Orig. cloth. Spines gilt. With portrs., plates, illus., and maps. All vols are First Editions. Fine and complete. A particularly desirable set having the author’s signature laid into Vol. 1, as well as assoc. hand-written correspondence from Butler to Col. Alan Treloar loosely inserted. All 3 vols. bear Treloar’s autograph on front fly-leaf. Alan Treloar was the son of J.L. Treloar, Director of The Australian War Memorial, Canberra. NOTE: These three rare volumes are considered among the most distinguished war history texts of the English speaking nations. NOTE: Vol. I: (Gallipoli, Palestine and New Guinea); Vol. II: (The Western Front); Vol. III: (Problems and Services). $3,000

75 CAMPBELL, Gordon (Vice-Admiral). Sailormen All. London: Hodder and Stoughton, (1933). 8vo. Orig. pale blue cloth with black lettered title to front cover & spine (slightly marked). (xviii, 302pp.). With frontisp., and 15 full-page plates. 1st ed. $45


79 CATULLUS: A Commentary on Catullus. By R. Ellis. ... Lond: Oxford University Press, 1889. 8vo. Orig. cloth (slightly rubbed; spine faded). Spine gilt. (lxxii, 516, 8pp.). Text in English, with some passages in Latin and Greek. Previous owner’s name on half-title page. $55


82  CHAPMAN, I. Sydney University Regiment. With a foreword by Sir Roden Cutler. (Sydney: Playbill, 1996). 4to. Orig. printed limp boards (corners slightly creased). (viii, 862pp.). With full-page b/w plates. Previous owner’s name on endpaper. $75


89  COLLINGRIDGE, G. The Discovery of Australia. A critical, documentary and historic investigation concerning the priority of discovery in Australasia by Europeans before the arrival of Lieut. James Cook, in the “Endeavour”, in the year 1770 ... Sydney: Hayes Brothers, 1895. 4to. Cloth (rebound). Gilt. (xvi, 376pp.). With numerous illusts., maps, charts, etc. Early pages foxed. Assoc. clippings loosely inserted. $550


Orig. cloth. In illust. dustjacket. (272 pp.). Profusely illust. in colour and b/w with col. frontisp., num. full-page plates, and text-illusts. Some light foxing to endpapers, otherwise a very good copy. $60


98 DENNIS, P., et al. The Oxford Companion to Australian Military History. Melbourne (1995). 4to. Original cloth. Dustjacket. (xxii, 692pp.). Previous owner’s signature on front fly-leaf otherwise fine. NOTE: This comprehensive guide ranges from the colonial period to the 1990s. It is supplemented by 100 b/w photographs and more than 30 maps. $65


102  **DICKENS, Charles.** A Tale of Two Cities. London: Chapman and Hall, 1859. 8vo. Full modern calf. Spine gilt. (2, x, 254pp.). Illustrated by H.K. Browne with a frontispiece, additional engrv. illust. title-page, and 14 captioned engrv. plates. Some foxing on some plates, otherwise a most attractively bound uncut copy of the extremely rare First Edition: First Issue with pp. 213 mis-numbered 113, indicating that this copy was bound from the orig. parts subsequently and hastily corrected. (see Eckel pp. 88). Rare. $1,650

103  **DIGBY, Kenelm (Sir).** Of Bodies, and Of Mans Soul. To Discover the Immortality of Reasonable Souls. With two Discourses: Of the Powder of Sympathy; and, Of the Vegetation of Plants. ... London: Printed by S.G. and B.G. for John Williams, 1669. Sm. thick 4to. Orig. full old calf (rebacked). (lvi, 440pp.). BOUND WITH: Second Treatise declaring the Nature and Operations of Mans Soul out of which the Immortality of Reasonable Souls is convinced. London 1669. (viii, 231pp.). With some wood-cut text illusts. as well as dec. initials. Copy bearing the autograph ‘Thomas Wainewright Liber-Dudley 1748’. 1st edition of Digby’s (1603-1665) most important works, including his experiments with the magnet, an early defence of Harvey’s theory of the circulation, an affirmation of Galileo’s theory of falling bodies, and the importance of oxygen to plant life. $750


108  **DUANE, W.** Sampson Against the Philistines, or the Reformation of Lawsuits; and Justice Made Cheap, Speedy, and Brought Home to Every Man’s Door: Agreeably to the Principles of the Ancient Trial By Jury, ... Philadelphia: Printed by B. Graves, 1805. Roy. 8vo. Orig. printed wrapper, stabbed as issued. In cloth-covered solander case with gilt title to spine. (96pp.). Some slight foxing and browning, otherwise a very good copy. $75

110 **DUPAIN, Max, R. IRVING, and J. KINSTLER.** Fine Houses of Sydney. (Sydney): Methuen Australia, (1982). Folio. Orig. cloth binding. Dustjacket. (198pp.). With frontispiece, and numerous photographic plates most of which are full-page and some col. 1st edition. $75


114 **EDWARDS, T.J.** Standards, Guidons and Colours of the Commonwealth Forces. ... Aldershot: Gale & Polden, 1953. 8vo. Orig. cloth. Spine gilt. In slightly clipped price-clipped illust. dustjacket. (xvi, 240pp.). With col. frontisp., and num. plates many of which are full-page and col. Tape marks on endpapers. $45

115 **EGYPT:** Souvenir of Egypt. 70 illustrations of Lower and Upper Egypt including all the principal views of places of interest on the Nile. London: Tillotson Press, n.d. (circa 1915). Oblong sm. 4to. Orig. cloth with gilt title to front cover. All edges gilt. Comprising title-page, and captioned photographic views. $60


118 **ELY, Ben-Ezra Stiles.** “There She Blows”. A Narrative of a Whaling Voyage, in the Indian and South Atlantic Oceans. Ed. with an introd., notes, and appendices, by Curtis Dahl. ... Middletown,

119 ERSKINE, T. (Lord). Speeches of Thomas Lord Erskine. ... With Memoir of His Life by E. Walford. 2 vols. London: Reeves & Turner, 1870. 8vo. Orig. dec. cloth (slightly rubbed). Spines gilt. Hinges cracked; previous owner’s name and bookplate on endpapers. Some light foxing to endpapers. $50


1967-April 1973. 4to. Mostly in the orig. parts as issued but Nos 35-46 bound in one volume retaining the orig. pictorial wrappers. Profusely illustrated. NOTE: The Journal was issued monthly and reported on Australian boxing and all its identities. $400


136 FRYER, B.N. & J. JOHNSON. Bruce Rogers and the Figure head of the ‘Joseph Conrad’. San Francisco: The Windsor Press, 1938. 4to. Orig. qtr. linen over patterned paper boards with black lettered title along upper cover & spine. (vi, 14pp.). With title-vignette printed in two-tone col. inks, and 4 photogravure plates (plus the four original photographs of plates loosely inserted). 300 numbered copies only of this book were printed by Cecil and James Johnson at The Windsor Press with the photographs through the courtesy of ‘The Sun’, Sydney. NOTE: The Windsor Press was established in San Francisco by the Australian brothers, James and Cecil Johnson, after W.W.I, with James the typographer/artist, and Cecil the manager. The two brothers were born in Sydney in 1897 and 1900, respectively. Often the work they
published had Australian content. The Press, however, is not cited by Farmer 'Private Presses and Australia'.


138 **G.M.T. (GOLF, MOTORING, TENNIS in AUSTRALASIA):** Six Issues of this fascinating journal published between July 1909 and March 1911. Sydney: White-Simmons Printing Co., 1909-1911. 4to. In the orig. illust. wrappers as issued. With num. illusts., and interesting contemp adverts. Includes special issues: To Mt. Kosciusko by Motor - Ladies’ N.S.W. Golf Championship - Strathfield Tennis Tournament - Portraits of the Davis Cup Teams, etc. $125


140 **GARRAN, Andrew. (Ed. by).** Picturesque Atlas of Australasia. 3 vols. (complete). Sydney 1886. Elephant folio. PRESENTATION BINDING. Orig. full red crushed morocco with bevelled boards, each volume stamped on back cover by the distinguished Melbourne binder William Detmold. Extra gilt tooled. Raised spine bands. Inside dentelles. All edges gilt. With over 800 engravings on wood by the leading colonial artists of the period many being full-page, and some coloured maps. Undoubtedly the finest bound set we have ever seen, albeit with occasional light foxing, and slight rubbing, entirely complete even to the orig. silk ribbon book markers. NOTE: Original presentation bindings are rare in any condition; this copy in full red morocco is possibly unique. $4,000


143 **GILMORE, Mary.** The Mary Cookery Book. The most practical Australian Cook Book ever printed. (Sydney: G.E. Parker; n.d.). (circa 1920). Sm. 8vo. Orig. printed wrapper (spine chipped; rear wrapper replaced). (190 pp.). Some minor staining at end of text, otherwise a good copy of this extremely obscure work. Rare. NOTE: Closely involved with the developing women’s movement in Australia, Mary Gilmore was writing a regular column for women in “The Australian Worker”; it was at this time that she published this fragile obscure work, compiled from tried recipes of thrifty housekeepers, sent to her by women from all parts of Australia. $450

D. Chambers and C. Sandford. With a list of Prospectuses 1920-62 ...


149 **GOSTONY, C.-G.** Dictionnaire d’Etymologie Sumerienne et Grammaire Comparee. Paris: E. de Boccard, 1975. Royal 8vo. Orig. printed wrapper. (xii, 204pp.). Fine uncut copy. NOTE: The Sumerians were a people of ancient Babylonia supposed to have invented the cuneiform system of writing. $50

150 **GRAHAM, R.B. Cunninghame.** Hernando de Soto: Together with an account of one of his captains, Goncalo Silvestre. Lond: William Heinemann, 1903. 8vo. Orig. full green cloth (edges slightly rubbed). (xvi, 278pp.). 1st ed. Uncut. $100

151 **GRAHAM, R.B. Cunninghame.** Jose Antonio Paez. Lond: William Heinemann, (1929). Roy. 8vo. Orig. full red cloth. Gilt spine. (xiv, 328pp.). With 8 full-page b/w plates, and one folded map. 1st ed. $60

152 **GREELY RELIEF EXPEDITION:** Report of Commander Winfield S. Schley, U.S.N., Commander Greely Relief Expedition of 1884. Washington 1887. 4to. Orig. cloth (rubbed) with gilt title to front cover. (76pp.). With portr., 32 full-page plates, and 3 maps. NOTE: Reporting on the whole subject of Arctic exploring and relief expeditions. $150

153 **GREENAWAY, Kate.** A Apple Pie. Engraved and printed by Edmund Evans. London: George Routledge and Sons, (1886). Oblong Sm. 4to. Orig. light green glazed pictorial boards. Title printed in red on both front & rear covers. (44pp.). With 20 coloured illusts. by Kate Greenaway. With dark blue endpapers and all edges stained red, as issued. 1st ed. (Osborne I. p.90; Meachan I; TS). A fine 1886 inscription on verso of front fly-leaf. A perfect copy on the famous alphabet book. $400


159  **HAGGARD, H. Rider.** The People of the Mist. ... New York: Longmans, Green, 1908. 8vo. Orig. cloth (spine faded). (viii, 344pp.). With frontisp. & tissue-guard, 15 full-page plates, and dec. endpapers. Nice tight copy. $45


162  **HANSON, W.** Geographical Encyclopaedia of New South Wales, Including the Counties, Towns and Villages, Within the Colony, ... Sydney: Published by Authority of the Government of New South Wales, 1892. Roy. 8vo. Orig. illust. cloth. Gilt. (viii, 462, 10pp.). With 2 col. fold. maps, and diagrams of light-houses on the coast. Ferg. 10227. NOTE: Published for the World’s Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893. $125


170 HERBERT, Henry (Earl of Pembroke). Military Equitation: Or, a Method of Breaking Horses, and Teaching Soldiers to Ride. Designed for the Use of the Army. ... 3rd edition, ... Revised and Corrected, with Additions. London: Printed and Sold by E. Easton, 1778. Sm. 4to. Late 19th century half calf over marbled paper boards (slightly rubbed). (viii, 140pp.). With 17 full-page engrav. plates. Slight traces of old water-staining along top blank edges, otherwise a good complete copy. Uncut. NOTE: Herbert, a British cavalry officer, and a disciple of Frenchman Claude Bourgelat, based this work on ten years’ army experience aiming to modernise cavalry discipline and horsemanship. This 3rd (and best) edition was expanded to contain 17 plates whilst the first edition (1761) contained 2 plates, and the second edition (1762) had 3 plates. $600


HOWARD SMITH CO. LTD: Tourists’s Handbook of Australia. Issued by Howard Smith Company Ltd., Steamship Owners, Tug Proprietors, Coal Importers, ... A Souvenir of the Company’s Jubilee ... Written and Edited by Donald Macdonald ... Melbourne 1905. Oblong sm. 4to. Orig. illust. cloth (rubbed). (viii, 256pp.). Copiously illustrated with captioned photographic views, maps, and adverts. Text printed within a lined border. $300

Neville Howse (1863-1930) served in the N.S.W. Army Medical Corps during the South African War, where he won the Victoria Cross for an act of gallantry on 24th July 1900. During the First World war he served at Gallipoli and on the Western Front. $45


183 **IDRIESS, I.L.** Gold-Dust and Ashes: The Romantic Story of the New Guinea Goldfields. ... Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1935. 8vo. Orig. dec. cloth. In illust. dustjacket (slightly chopped). (x, 86, 8pp.). With frontisp., full-page b/w plates, 1 facs., and front endpaper maps. Previous owner’s name on half-title page and some light foxing, otherwise fine. Assoc. ephemera loosely inserted. $90

184 **IDRIESS, I.L.** Lasseter’s Last Ride. An Epic of Central Australian Gold Discovery. ... Sydney: Angus & Robertson, 1932. Sm. 8vo. Orig. cloth. (xiv, 254, 28pp.). With frontispiece, 28 full-page b/w plates, and endpaper maps. Previous owner’s name on half-title page. Some foxing. $60

185 **IDRIESS, I.L.** Man Tracks. With the Mounted Police in Australian Wilds. Sydney: Angus & Robertson, (1943). Sm. 8vo. Original cloth. In slightly chopped illust. dustjacket. (xii, 330pp.). With frontispiece, full-page b/w plates, and front endpaper map. $75

186 **IDRIESS, I.L.** Men of the Jungle. ... Sydney: Angus & Robertson, 1933. 8vo. Orig. cloth. In slightly chopped illust. dustjacket. (xii, 268pp.). With frontisp., 8 full-page b/w plates, and front endpaper map. Previous owner’s name on front fly-leaf, otherwise fine. $65


191 IDRIESS, I.L. The Cattle King. The Story of Sir Sidney Kidman. Sydney: Angus & Robertson, 1936. 8vo. Orig. cloth binding. In very good dustjacket. (x, 356pp.). With portrait, 24 full-page plates, and endpaper maps. Previous owner’s signature on half-title page. Some minor foxing. NOTE: Sir Sidney Kidman (1857-1935) was an Australian pastoralist who controlled over a hundred stations covering an area greater than that of Victoria and Tasmania combined. $60

192 IMMELMANN, Max. (Lieut.). Meine Kampfflüge. ... Berlin (1917). 8vo. Orig. illust. limp boards (spine chipped). (132, 4pp.). With portrait, 24 full-page plates, and text-figs. $50


196 JACKA, (Albert). Jacka, V.C: Australia’s Finest Fighting Soldier. By Ian Grant. (Melbourne 1989). 8vo. Orig. cloth. Dustjacket. (vi, 196pp.). With 8 full-page plates. NOTE: Albert Jacka (1893-1932) was the first member of the Australian Imperial Forces to be awarded a Victoria Cross in W.W.I. $75


198 JAVA: Come to Java. Published by the Official Tourist Bureau Weltevreden. ... Batavia: G. Kolff, (1927). Sm. 8vo. Orig. illust. limp cloth. (340pp.). With num. full-page b/w plates, text-illusts., and fold. map at end. Inscription on rear endpaper. $45

199 JENNER, H. A Handbook of the Cornish Language, Chiefly in its Later Stages, with some Account of its History and Literature. ... Lond: David Nutt, at the Sign of the Phoenix, 1904. 8vo. Orig. dec. cloth (edges slightly rubbed). Gilt (spine dulled). (xvi, 208, 14ppp.). 1st ed. Previous owner’s name on fly-leaf; endpapers lightly browned. Assoc. ephemera loosely inserted. Text in English and Cornish. $60


204 JUNGLE VICTORY. Outline of Military Events in New Guinea and Papua. Pictorial Record of the Battle for Australia. (Sydney circa 1945). Sm. 4to. Orig. illust. wrapper (spine chipped). (96pp.). With over 150 photo-illusts. Scarce. $125


213  **KERR, W.A.** Riding for Ladies. London: George Bell & Sons, 1891. Sm. 8vo. Orig. illust. cloth. (6, viii, 92, 2pp.). With numerous illus., and contemp. adverts at beginning and end of text. (All-England Series). Old tape marks on endpapers, otherwise fine and complete. $55


215  **KIMBERLEY LANGUAGE RESOURCE CENTRE.** Thangani Bunuba: Bunuba Stories. (Told by the Bunuba Elders of the Fitzroy Valley). Holts Creek, W.A. 1998. Oblong sm. 4to. Orig. illust. limp boards. (x, 86pp.). With num. illusts. including some full-page col. plates. Previous owner’s name on title-page, otherwise fine. Printed in parallel Kimberley Language and English. $50

216  **KING, P.P. (By Marsden Hordern).** King of the Australian Coast: The Work of Phillip Parker King in the Mermaid and Bathurst 1817-1822. (Melbourne U.P. 1997). Royal 8vo. Orig. cloth. Spine gilt. In illust. dustjacket. (xxii, 442pp.). With numerous full-page col. and b/w plates, text-illusts., full-page maps, 9 fold. charts in rear pocket, and illust. front endpapers. First and limited edition. (Miegunyah Press Series 2, No. 16). Author’s inscribed and signed present. copy. Fine. Assoc. newspaper clipping loosely inserted. NOTE: Phillip Parker King (1791-1856) was the son of Philip Gidley King, third Governor of New South Wales, and the first native-born Australian to achieve flag rank in the Royal Navy. In a series of gruelling voyages between 1817 and 1822 he charted most of the North West coast of Australia. $150


225 **LAWSON, C.C.P.** A History of the Uniforms of the British Army. ... 5 vols. (Lond): Norman Military Publications, (1961-1967). Sm. 4to. Orig. cloth. Spines gilt. In price-clipped illust. dustjackets (Vol. IV slightly chipped). With col. frontisps. to each volume, title-vigns., full-page col. plates, and num. b/w illuts. some of which are full-page. Most are 1st eds. Tape marks on endpapers; some occasional minor foxing to some vols., and previous owner’s rubber stamp on fly-leaf of Vol. IV, otherwise a very good clean set. $125


227 **LECOMTE, H.** Le Cafe: Culture - Manipulation - Production. Paris 1899. 8vo. Cloth-bound with the orig. printed wrappers bound in. (vi, 342pp.). With frontisp., and num. illuts. some of which are full-page. Author’s inscribed and signed present. copy on half-title page. $100

228 **LESLAU, Wolf.** Comparative Dictionary of Ge’ez (Classical Ethiopic). Ge’ez-English / English-Ge’ez with an index of the Semitic roots. Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1987. Sm. 4to. Orig. cloth. Gilt (iii, 816pp.). Printed in double-column. Previous owner’s name on front endpaper, otherwise a very good copy. $150

230 **LEWIN, E.** Best Books on Australia and New Zealand. An annotated bibliography. London 1946. 8vo. Orig. printed wrappers. (viii, 64pp.). (Royal Empire Society Bibliographies No.13). Fine. NOTE: Evans Lewis was Librarian at the Royal Empire Society. $40


238 **MACDONALD, Wm.** The Destiny of Walfish Bay. Johannesburg: The Transvaal Leader, 1915. Sm. 8vo. Orig. green cloth (lightly flecked) with gilt title to front cover & spine. (96pp.). With frontisp., and 24 full-page plates. NOTE: The author was also Editor of the Agricultural Journal of South Africa. $45
239 MACDOUGALL, A.K. Anzacs: Australians at War. A Narrative History Illustrated by Photographs from the Nation's Archives. (Sydney: Reed Books, 1991). Roy. 8vo. Orig. illust. cloth. In illust. dustjacket. (288pp.). With half-title vignette, frontisp., num. b/w plates some of which are full-page, text-illusts., and maps. 1st ed. Previous owner's name on endpaper, otherwise a very good copy. $45


243 MARSH, F.B. The Founding of the Roman Empire. Lond: Oxford University Press, 1927. 8vo. Original cloth. Spine gilt. In price- clipped dustjacket (slightly chipped and soiled). (x, 314pp.). Previous owner's name on endpaper, otherwise a very good copy. $100


246 MATHEWS, Gregory M. The Birds of Australia. 12 vols. ... (plus) Check List and Bibliography ... (plus) The Birds of Norfolk and Lord Howe Islands and the Australian South Polar Quadrant ... (plus) A Supplement to the Birds of Norfolk and Lord Howe Islands to which is Added those Birds of New Zealand not figured by Buller. 15 vols. (complete and all published) uniformly bound in 19. London: Witherby, 1910-1936. Royal Quarto. Contemp. full blue cloth with spine bands and gilt titles. The orig. printed wrappers bound-in. Edges uncut. Illustrated with 702 full-page plates of which 678 are beautifully hand-coloured lithographs after originals by Gronvold, Keulemans, Green, a.o., and text drawings. A magnificent and totally complete set in truly fine condition, including the very scarce 1936 supplement which is usually lacking its full complement of 57 plates. Each volume carries the bookplate of Dr. Rudolph Meyer de Schauensee, the distinguished ornithologist at The Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, together with an A.L.S. from Mathews to Schauensee dated April 5th 1937 regarding “The Birds of Australia”. This letter is preserved in its original handwritten envelope. NOTE: It is difficult to determine the number of complete sets produced, but it is now generally accepted that the maximum number was 225 copies. However, given the scarcity of the final 1936 supplement and the knowledge that Mathews at the time was financially struggling, it is conceivable that fewer than 225 sets were produced. It is the last of the great colour-plate books and, next to Gould's “Birds of Australia”, one of the most lavishly produced of all Australian books. Casey A. Wood, p.454 states: “The most
comprehensive systematic treatise on Australian birds. Every detail of a well-ordered, scientific monograph is given, accompanied by a Check List and followed by a Bibliography and Biography of Authors”. (Anker 328. Nissen IVB 605. Zimmer pp.419). $22,000


248 MAYHEW, E. The illustrated Horse Doctor: Being an accurate and detailed account, accompanied by more than 400 pictorial representations characteristic of the various diseases to which the equine race are subjected; ... London: W.H. Allen, 1870. Thick 8vo. Orig. cloth with gilt title to front cover & spine. (xvi, 592, 8pp.). Profusely illust. Uncut. $85


251 McGILLIVRAY, D. Australian Horses, from Paddock to Park. A Treatise on the Scientific Handling, Breaking, Educating and the General Management of Horses; ... Sydney: William Brooks and Co., 1902. 8vo. Orig. cloth (rebacked). Gilt title to front cover & spine. (240pp.). With illustrated title-page, portrait, and 100 illus. Previous owner’s name stamp on prelims, fore-edge of pp. 15/16 repaired, otherwise a good complete copy of this rare uncommon treatise. $450

252 McKERNAN, M. All In! Australia During the Second World War. (Melbourne 1983). Sm. 4to. Orig. cloth. Dustjacket. (x, 286pp.). With numerous illus., and illust. endpapers. $50

253 MERX, A. Documents Paleographie Hebraique et Arabe. Leyde: E.J. Brill, 1894. Folio. Orig. printed wrapper (strengthened). (vi, 60pp.). With 7 plates of which some are folding. Uncut and partly unopenened. $75


$105


$50


$150


$60


$50

262 **NEW SOUTH WALES’ CONTINGENT OF FIRST EXPEDITIONARY FORCE TO GO TO THE SEAT OF WAR: Souvenir including Roll of Honour.** Sydney Oct. 1914. Oblong Sm. 4to. Orig. illust. wrapper. A pictorial work of captioned photographic illus. by Dalny Studios, 124 Pitt Street, Sydney. Fine.

$125


$5,000


$40


$100


$75


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>290</td>
<td>The History of the World. In Five Books.</td>
<td>Raleigh, Walter (Sir)</td>
<td>London: Printed for Tho. Basset</td>
<td>1687</td>
<td>Thick folio.</td>
<td>Orig. full old panelled calf. Spine gilt with raised bands and morocco titling-label (rebacked). (lvi, ii, 42, 814, 44pp.). Complete with preliminary leaf containing an anonymous poem by Ben Johnson, additional engraved allegorical title-page by Elstrack, engraved title-page printed in red/black ink with portrait of Raleigh, 8 double-page wood-engr. charts, text-figs., and chronological tables at end. A very good copy of Raleigh’s monumental illustrated last work, being one of the most famous historical books in English and certainly one of the quintessential works of the Elizabethan era. NOTE: This was Raleigh’s last work, written during his imprisonment in the Tower; he was executed by order of James I in 1618. He completed only the first volume, which began with the Creation and ended at 130 B.C. The second book, which details the history of Moses and the deliverance of the Israelites from Egypt, includes a two-page map showing the passage of Moses through the desert. “(Raleigh) traced the rise and fall of the three great empires of Babylon, Assyria, and Macedon, and dealt exhaustively with the most flourishing periods of Jewish, Greek, and Roman history ... The design and style of Raleigh’s History of the World ... places the book among the noblest of literary enterprises” (DNB XVI, 645).</td>
<td>$3,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


297  ROBINSON, Ch. New South Wales: The Oldest and Richest of the Australian Colonies. Sydney: Thomas Richards, 1873. 8vo. Orig. printed wrapper. (iv, 110, 6, 12pp.). Adverts at end. F. 14988. $50


301  RUTTER, O. (Compl. by). The First Fleet. The record of the foundation of Australia from its conception to the Settlement at Sydney Cove. Comp. from the original documents in the Public Record Office. With extracts from the log-books of H.M.S. Sirius and an introd. and notes ... (Lond.): Golden Cockerel Press, 1937. Folio. Orig. cloth. (152pp.). Illust. by P. Barker-Mill with 5 engrvs., and 4 full-page facs. Ed. lim. to 375 copies on hand-made paper, this being No. 307. Uncut. Fine. $750

303 SCIENCE OF MAN: Journals of the Royal Anthropological Society of Australasia. Edited by Dr. A. Carroll. A good run of 101 separate issues commencing with Issue No. 3 of Vol. I (April 1898) to Issue No. 4 of Vol. XIV (Nov. 1913). 4to. In the orig. printed wrappers as issued. Copiously illust. Some chipping to wrappers as well as some foxing. Extremely scarce. Vol. XIV was all that was issued; and Vol. XII: Nos. 4-11 misnumbered as Vol. XIII. NOTE: Australia's first anthropological journal containing original foundation material on the Aborigines. $500


308 (SHIPWRECKS.) Awful Calamities: or, The Shipwrecks of December, 1839. Being a full account of the Dreadful Hurricanes of Dec. 15, 21 & 27, on the Coast of Massachusetts, in which were lost more than 90 vessels, and nearly 200 dismasted, driven ashore or otherwise damaged, ... Boston: J. Howe, 1840. Roy. 8vo. Orig. engraved blue wrappers. (24pp.). Uncut. Foxed. With engravings on front, rear and inside of cover. (Sabin 335). 1st ed. $400


314 SKEAVINGTON, George. The Modern System of Farriery; comprehending the present entire improved mode of practice, according to the Rules laid down at the Royal Veterinary College; Containing all the most valuable and approved remedies, ... Including rules for the management of the healthy horse, as feeding, stabling, grooming, and conditioning. London: London Printing and Publishing Co., n.d. (circa 1850). 4to. Contemp. half calf (hinges starting) over rubbed marbled paper boards. (4, viii, 5-528pp.). With engrv. frontisp., additional illust. engrv. title-page, and 18 full-page plates. Slightly foxed. Printed in double-column. $150


plates of which some full-page, text-illusts, maps of which some are full-page and some double-page, and illust. endpapers. 1st ed. NOTE: Includes account of the 5th Battalion at Gallipoli and the Western Front in World War One, and the 2/5th Battalion in the Second World War in Libya, Greece, Syria and New Guinea. Includes Roll of Honour for both World Wars, and Honours and Awards.  $100


331 **TASMANIA:** Defences of the Colony. Despatches and other Papers. Hobart: House of Assembly, 1871. F'scap folio. Wrappers. (16pp.). With 2 folding maps depicting 5 plans. Fine. (Parl. Paper No. 31). NOTE: The Minutes and Resolution of the late Intercolonial Conference on the subject of the withdrawal from the Australian Colonies of the Imperial Garrisons of British Troops leaving the local Governments entirely to their own resources to provide means for their own defence against any invading Power. $115

332 **TASMANIAN MESSENGER, The:** A Religious Magazine for the Family, the Sabbath School, and the Church. ... Ed. by the Rev. J. Downes. Vol. II. Hobart Town: Publ. by George Rolwegan, 1860-61. 8vo. Orig. half calf (spine worn) over marbled paper boards. (pp. viii, 289-600). Comprising Issues No. 13-25. With portr., and 2 full-page litho. plates. Contents fine. NOTE: Whilst Ferguson records another work by Rev. John Downes published at Hobart, this work is not recorded; nor is it listed in Lurline Stuart's bibliography on Nineteenth Century Australian periodicals. $150

333 **(TASMANIAN RAILWAYS):** Three (3) Parliamentary Papers Nos. 74, 75, and 76 for 1878 issued by the House of Assembly. (I: Launceston and Western Railway Report for 1877; II: Main Line Railway Deputation Papers and Correspondence; III: Main Line Railway ... Amount to be paid by the Tasmanian Main Line Railway Company as Tolls and Compensation for running powers over the Launceston and Western Railway from Evandale to Launceston). Hobart: James Barnard, 1878. F'scap folio. Wrappers. (16, 52, 6pp.). Fine. $75

334 **TAYLOR, Bronnie.** Four (4) Australian juvenile musical operettas and songs, three of which are recorded by Muir, the fourth is not cited. They are 1: The Magic Basket (Muir 7263); 2: Songs for Young Australians (Muir 7264) with illustrations by Ida Rentoul Outhwaite; 3: The Wallaby Mail and other Songs for Children (Muir 7266); 4: Two Magpies. Music by Arthur S. Loam (unrecorded). The four items are sm. 4to. In fine condition in their orig. illustrated and printed wrappers. Sold as a collection. $115

335 **THEAL, G. McCall.** History of South Africa. The Republics and Native Territories from 1854 to 1872. London: Swan Sonnenschein & Co., 1889. 8vo. Orig. cloth (spine faded). Top edge gilt. (xvi, 448pp.). NOTE: According to the title-page this item should have a chart, which is not present in the copy here offered. $50


340 **TRELOAR, J.L.** An Anzac Diary. (Armidale, N.S.W. 1993). Large 4to. Orig. cloth. Dustjacket. (xviii, 378pp.). With portr., illusts., and endpaper maps. Fine. NOTE: A cache of mint copies of this title is now available. Single copies are offered at the list price, but multiples are also available at 20% discount. $50


344 **UNAIPON, DAVID.** Native Legends. Dedicated to Mrs. J.C. Shierlaw of Malvern, South Australia, ... Adelaide n.d. (circa 1920). 8vo. Orig. illust. wrapper. (16pp.). With some text-illusts. A rare pamphlet. $150

345 **VELSTRA, T.** The Driving Horse and his Schooling. Weggis, Switzerland: Iska-Verlag AG, (1988). 8vo. Orig. illust. boards. (170pp.). With num. col. and b/w plates some of which are full-page, and text-illusts. Inscription on front endpaper. $40


350 Wall, Don. Sandakan Under Nippon. The Last March. Illustrations by C. Seale. (Sydney 1988). Roy. 8vo. Orig. cloth. Spine gilt. In illust. dustjacket. (194pp.). With title-vign., portraits, maps, and num. illusts. 1st ed. Previous owner’s name on front endpaper. NOTE: The story of almost 2,000 Australian prisoners of war taken by the Japanese to North Borneo in 1942 and 1943 of whom nearly all were killed or had died by the time the Second World War ended in 1945. Includes a roll of all the Australians who lost their lives in the worst atrocity committed against Australia in 200 years. $60


col. plates, text-illusts., and maps. 1st edition. Fine. NOTE: Grahame Walsh was the world’s leading expert on Australian pre-historic rock art. He criss-crossed the remote vastness of Australia in search of pre-historic rock art, paying particular attention to the unique Bradshaw Paintings. In 1988 he was commissioned by the Australian Government to produce a book for the National Bicentenary that covered all of the known aboriginal works of art. ‘Australia’s Greatest Rock Art’, the resulting book here offered, is seen as the finest of its kind ever produced. Australia’s importance as the richest rock art continent on Earth is little known even among its people. This work was formally recognised by The Royal Geographical Society with the awarding of The Thompson Medal in 1990.

$1,500


$1,350


$50

358 WASUDEV LAXMAN SASTRI PANSIKAR (Ed. by). The Kumarasambhava of Kalidasa, with The Commentary (the Sanjivini) of Mallinath (1-7 Sargas) and of Sitarama (8-17 Sargas). Bombay: Pandurang jawaji, 1927. 8vo. Orig. cloth-backed dec. limp boards (slightly chipped and darkened). Text in Sanskrit. Additional title-page in English. Previous owner’s name on front endpaper.

$50

359 WATERS, J.C. Crosses of Sacrifice. The story of the Empire’s million war dead and Australia’s 60,000. With a foreword by General Sir Harry Chauvel ... Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1932. Sm. 4to. Orig. cloth. (132pp.). With frontisp., numerous plates, and maps. Author’s inscribed and signed present. copy.

$75


$55

361 WATSON, F. A Brief History of Canberra, the Capital of Australia. Canberra 1927. 8vo. Original cloth. (248pp.). With 3 maps of which 2 are fold. Very good, bright copy. NOTE: The selection of the site and plan, and the construction of the city.

$75


371  WILMOT, C. Tobruk 1941. Capture - Siege - Relief. Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 1944. 8vo. Orig. cloth. Spine gilt (dulled). (xiv,
348pp.). With frontispiece, 22 full-page plates, 12 text-maps, 1 folding
map at end, and front endpaper map. Previous owner’s name on half-
title page. NOTE: Account by the A.B.C. War Correspondent with the
A.I.F., of the capture of Tobruk by the 6th Australian Division, and the
later defence of the town by the 9th Australian Division during the North
African campaign in 1941.

$50

treatise on the history, development and functioning of the modern
military self-loading pistol - its special ammunition - and their
evolvement into the sub-machine gun ... 1884-1935. Plantersville, SC:
(xii, 350pp.). With frontisp. and 55 b/w illusts. Ink marker inside front
cover, otherwise fine.

$75

373 WINANT, Lewis. Firearms Curiosa. London: Arco Publishers,

$100

374 (WINDSOR PRESS): William Caxton. Here after follows a
few words on William Caxton, merchant, writer, and painter, Being an
abridgement of the biography by William Blades, and is now printed
by the Brothers Johnson at the Windsor Press. San Francisco: MCMXXVI. 4to. Orig. linen backed plain paper boards.
(20pp.). With chapter-headings, and 3 text-illusts. by Julian Links. Edition lim. to 200
numbered copies only. Uncut. Printed in a black gothic type. Fine.
NOTE: The Windsor Press was established in San Francisco by the
Australian brothers, James and Cecil Johnson, after W.W.I, with James
the typographer/artist, and Cecil the manager. The two brothers were
born in Sydney in 1897 and 1900 respectively. Some of the work they
published had Australian content. The Press, however, is not cited by
Farmer ‘Private Presses and Australia’.

$250

375 WODEHOUSE, P.G. and I. HAY. A Damsel in Distress: A
Comedy of Youth, Love and Adventure in Three Acts. Presented by the
Lindfield Amateur Dramatic Society, Masonic Hall, Lindfield Avenue,
Lindfield (N.S.W.), Tuesday 10th November 1936, at 8p.m. Proceeds in
Aid of Second and Third Lindfield Scouts. Theatre Programme. (4pp.).
Fine. NOTE: A rare associated Australian P.G. Wodehouse imprint.

$50

376 WODEHOUSE, P.G. and S. MEREDITH. (Selected by).
8vo. Orig. cloth. In unclipped but slightly chipped illust. dustjacket.

$100

377 WODEHOUSE, P.G. A Few Quick Ones. London: Herbert

$75

378 WODEHOUSE, P.G. Barmy in Wonderland. London:
Herbert Jenkins, (1952). 8vo. Orig. cloth. In slightly chipped and price
clipped dustjacket. (222, 2pp.). 1st ed.

$115

379 WODEHOUSE, P.G. French Leave. Lond: Herbert Jenkins,
Fine.

$95

380 WODEHOUSE, P.G. Jeeves and the Feudal Spirit. London:

$100


384 **WODEHOUSE, P.G.** Nothing Serious. London: Herbert Jenkins, n.d. 8vo. Orig. orange cloth. In chipped but unclipped illust. dustjacket. (254, 2pp.). 1st ed. $100


